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'out of the corner of our eye.' As it is with the field of
vision, so it is with the field of consciousness: the object of
attention is clear, other presentations are less clear, while
there are objects of thought that are merely "on the margin
of consciousness." Thus attention is a process of getting an
object of thought clearly before the mind. Just as, with a
camera, we can make a blurred image clearer by focusing,
so by focusing our consciousness on an idea we get to know
that idea better. To use another metaphor, in the attention-
experience the stream of consciousness slows down, and the
object of attention becomes more fixed and stable. Clearness,
then, is the result of attention: quoting Titchener, we may
say that " the problem of attention centres in the fact of sensible
clearness."
Now the above view of attention is important, and its truth
cannot be denied. One feels, however, that it misses the main
point, for it fails to answer the question, " Why do we attend
at all? " Where does the drive in the attentive process come/
from? It comes from the supremely important emotional and
conative factors which are entirely neglected in the intellective
account. Mere comprehension and clearness are not enough,
for in any true process of attention the mind becomes active
and wants to do something; and the good teacher, aiming at
more than understanding, wishes to initiate and guide this
mental activity. These aflective-conative aspects of attention
are now amply recognized by modern psychologists. We
have McDougall defining attention as a "striving to cognize,"
or, more fully, "Attention is merely conation or striving con-
sidered from the point of view of its effects on cognitive
process." * Far from being an intellective 'faculty* of the
mind, it is a particular kind of striving. The stronger the
conation, the more intense the attention.
We have seen that every striving experience involves the
activity of some conative disposition in the mental structure;
in attention, therefore, some disposition must be active—in
other words, some reservoir of mental energy must be opened.
The consideration of these conative dispositions will enable us
1 An Outline of Psychology> pp. 371, 273.

